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HERE’S WHY 12 RIGHT WHALES
DIED IN CANADAIN WATERS
Between April and November in 2017, at least 16
North Atlantic right whales died, 12 of them in
Canadian waters. The species is highly endangered:
approximately 450 of the whales remain. The 16
deaths represented more than 3.5 per cent of the
population, the equivalent of 1.25 million
Canadians suddenly dying in the span of seven
months. As the whale carcasses mounted,
researchers and regulators reacted with alarm. The
U.S. declared a marine mammal “unusual mortality
event.” The first vital question: what was killing
these whales?
Read More on The Star
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I HAVE SEEN FIRST-HAND HOW THE HORRORS
OF MUGABE’S ZIMBABWE HAUNT OUR PEOPLE
The euphoria that greeted the end of Robert Mugabe’s autocratic 37year rule over Zimbabwe is giving way to a sobering realisation of
what lies ahead to heal the trauma of the nation. The events of the past
four decades have had a severe impact. It is thought more than 10% of
the population are affected by mental health issues; among people
using primary healthcare facilities, the figure is about 30%. Four
generations have had their lives marked by chronic fear. They have
endured the liberation war, the Matabeleland massacres, enforced
land redistribution, the destruction of homes, and a general
atmosphere of violent suppression and economic struggle.
Read More on The Guardian
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HOW THE HEALTH SECTOR CAN REDUCE
VIOLENCE BY TREATING IT AS A CONTAGION
Violence is best understood as an epidemic health problem, and it can be
effectively prevented and treated using health methods to stop events and
outbreaks and to reduce its spread. This health framing is important
because it recognizes that violence is a threat to the health of populations,
that exposure to violence causes serious health problems, and that violent
behavior is contagious and can be treated as a contagious process.
Relatively standard and highly effective health approaches to changing
behaviors and norms are increasingly being applied to the problem of
violence and are showing strong evidence of impact among individuals and
communities. We need to mobilize our nation’s health care and public
health systems and methods to work with communities and other sectors
to stop this epidemic. Read More on AMA

HOW DESIGN IS MAKING BUGS
EASIER TO SWALLOW
The number of US companies producing everything from
insect-rich protein bars to chips has jumped from zero to 20
in the last three years, and domestic farms raising crickets
for human consumption now number close to half a dozen.
But great ideas don’t always lead to blockbuster revenues.
And although millions of people across the globe have long
considered insects a healthy part of a nutritious meal, most
Westerners get their first taste while traveling to exotic
locales overseas — a time when they’re primed to explore
new things. So how do you persuade someone in the
Midwest to eat a cricket on a Tuesday afternoon in January?
Read More on Magenta

HOW 143 MENTALLY ILL SOUTH
AFRICANS WERE SENT TO THEIR DEATHS
South Africa is one of the continent’s richest and most advanced
countries. But the mental-health scandal illustrates its government’s
deepest flaw. Parts of the state have been so hollowed out by
cronyism and corruption under the presidency of Jacob Zuma that
they fail woefully to look after its most vulnerable people. Details of
the scandal have emerged through legal proceedings that have been
broadcast live. Tragically, these were deaths foretold. When word
first emerged of the plan to move patients to the care homes, doctors,
patient advocacy groups and family members all pleaded with the
government to halt it.

Read More on The Economist
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UNEP, WHO LAUNCH PARTNERSHIP ON
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
The UN Environment Programme (UNEP or UN Environment) and the World
Health Organization (WHO) have announced an initiative to combat
environmental health risks, which claim an estimated 12.6 million lives a
year. The agreement, signed by Tedros Ghebreyesus, WHO Director-General,
and Erik Solheim, UNEP Executive Director, on 10 January 2018 in Nairobi,
Kenya, will increase joint action to combat air pollution, climate change and
antimicrobial resistance, as well as improve coordination on waste and
chemicals management, water quality, and food and nutrition. The agreement
also includes joint management of the ‘BreatheLife’ campaign, which is
focused on reducing air pollution to achieve multiple climate, environmental
and health benefits. Read More on SDG

TROLL OF THE MONTH: FRANCE GIVES
GRANTS TO US CLIMATE SCIENTISTS
IMPERILED BY TRUMP
French president Emmanuel Macron announced in December that his
country would offer grants totaling $70 million to 18 climate
scientists, 13 from the U.S., to continue their research until U.S.
president Donald Trump leaves office. The money is meant to give
these researchers secure funding to continue their work at a time
when funding for climate science in their home countries is under
attack. Macron has worked to step into the void left among countries
that lead in efforts to fight climate change following Trump's
announcement that the U.S. would withdraw from the Paris Climate
Pact, although that cannot happen until 2021.
Read More on Green Car Reports

WHY 2018 MUST BE A PIVOTAL YEAR FOR
CLIMATE ACTION
The reality of climate change is starting to bite. More extreme weather
conditions are no longer a prediction — they are real and they are happening
today. Action is needed to prevent the situation becoming much worse.
During 2018, there are several opportunities to raise awareness about the
solutions, demonstrate progress and ramp up ambition to do more — starting
now. The World Economic Forum will release its Global Risk Report ahead of
the Annual Meeting in Davos at the end of January. The climate remains high
on the agenda for the fifth year running, with recognition that we are
reaching crisis point in many parts of the world. Government, business and
civil society leaders will meet at the event to discuss the unintended but dire
environmental consequences of continuing to rely on old economic growth
models and assumptions about wealth creation that are hindering
investment in low-carbon and climate-smart solutions.
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Read More on The Medium
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A RED ALERT FOR THE FUTURE ARCTIC
Northwest Territories Premier Bob McLeod was right when he issued a
“red alert” in November and called for an urgent national debate on the
future of the Northwest Territories in the far north of Canada. His peers,
the premiers of Nunavut and the Yukon Territory, would be justified in
calling for the same thing. As housing, poverty and unemployment
statistics show, Northerners are at a crossroads in their efforts to find a
balance between a traditional way of life that puts country food on the
table and one that provides basic goods, luxuries and economic
opportunities that most southerners take for granted. McLeod, however,
was wrong in complaining about a “colonial” attack on the future of oil and
gas development in the Arctic. If the past tells us anything about the
future, forging the Arctic’s future on fossil fuel development is not the way
to move forward. Read More on The Conversation

SHENZHEN NOW USES ONLY
ELECTRIC BUSES: 16,500 OF THEM
Over the last few years the Chinese government has begun to push
electric vehicles with all its might. In addition to incentivizing the
purchase of electric vehicles, the central government has recently
banned the sale of some 553 fossil-fuel passenger cars in the
country. But when it comes to local concerns, a collection of
municipalities, cities, and other regional governments can make big
impacts by changing mass transit strategies—and the city of
Shenzhen has done just that by converting its entire bus fleet to
electric drive. According to Shenzhen Daily, an English-language
paper in the city, Shenzhen is the first city to have an all-electric
bus fleet in the world. Read More on Green Car Reports

SPOTLIGHT ON INDIGENOUS HEALTH:
NEW DRIVE TO PRIVATIZE INDIAN RESERVATIONS HAS MUCH IN
COMMON WITH PAST EFFORTS TO STEAL NATIVE LAND
A fresh effort to pry more land from the indigenous people of the United
States is on the Trump regime’s agenda. Behind the idea is yet another of
the centuries-long rip-offs of Indian land and destruction of tribes. The
real benefits of the privatization would accrue to non-Indian businesses,
including the extractive industries. In particular, such a scheme would
favor fossil fuel corporations. Privatizing reservations meshes nicely
with the Trump team’s moves to deregulate energy development. A 2016
book by Naomi Schaefer Riley, The New Trail of Tears: How Washington
Is Destroying American Indians, has laid out the case for this
privatization, a move that a few Indians, including Oklahoma Republican
Rep. Markwayne Mullin—a tribally enrolled Cherokee who is chairman
of President Trump’s Native American Coalition—are supporting.
Read More on Daily Kos
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WEEKLYBULLETIN
QUOTE OF THE WEEK
“Unfortunately — in fundamental ways, the world has gone in reverse. On New
Year’s Day 2018, I am not issuing an appeal. I am issuing an alert — a red alert
for our world.”
UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres
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IS ‘DRAWDOWN’ THE CLIMATECHANGE ACTION MAP THE
WORLD NEEDS?

We often speak of methods and technologies we can employ as a society to curb climate change, either by reducing carbon
emissions or through other means. But less frequently do we talk about them in real terms, including how much excess
carbon these methods and technologies can pratically remove from the atmosphere.

That's where Drawdown, a climate action plan detailing 80 different possibilities, comes into play. Based on a book of the
same name, the Drawdown website is a venerable resource that takes a holistic approach to climate-change research and
presents it in an easy-to-read format. While the book details 100 different items, the website only shows 80 actions and
technologies we can employ. "In some cases, after fully modeling proposed solutions, they were removed from the list
because the data showed that our initial assessment was wrong. In the end, we arrived at 80 of the most substantive
solutions in the book," says the website FAQ.
What 80 solutions remained? And where do electric cars and other transportation solutions rank in their overall effects
by 2050? The number one solution is one we likely don't think about day-to-day: refrigerant management. HFCs, which
are the primary refrigerant replacement of ozone-depleting CFCs and HCFCs, have between 1,000 and 9,000 times the
greenhouse impact of carbon dioxide.
Read More on Green Car Reports
See More on Draw Down
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THE WELL RESPECTED UN HIGH
COMISSIONER FOR HUMAN RIGHTS
IS LEAVING BECAUSE HIS JOB HAS
BECOME IMPOSSIBLE

The United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights Zeid Ra’ad al Hussein is soon resigning his post. In a memo
obtained by Foreign Policy’s Colum Lynch, Zeid suggests that his blunt style of human rights advocacy simply cannot
survive the Trump era.
The position of the High Commissioner for Human Rights is unique in the UN system. He or she is appointed by the
Secretary General in consultation with key UN member states, but is expected to be an independent advocate for human
rights around the world. This often pits the High Commissioner against UN member states. (In the last week alone, the
High Commissioner has condemned the Israeli Defense Forces for shooting a man in a wheelchair; condemned a road
building project in Peru that threatens to displace indigenous peoples; and condemned Myanmar for blocking access to
human rights investigators.)
In his time as High Commissioner, Zeid has not shied away from criticizing even the most powerful of UN member states,
including the United States. That itself is not unusual, says Keith Harper, who served as President Obama’s ambassador
to the UN Human Rights Council. “Every high commissioner criticizes the US. They have taken us to task over things like
the death penalty, or they sometimes times criticize us for the actions of our military abroad,” says Harper. “The US
position is generally: we are going to allow that criticism. We are going to disagree with you, but we are going to be open
to your being an independent voice.”
Read More on UN Dispatch
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CLIMATE FINANCE INSTITUTIONAL
UPDATE: ONE PLANET CLOSES
CLIMATE FINANCING YEAR
ON HIGH NOTE

During the month of December 2017, the One Planet Summit in France, and its Climate Finance
Day, delivered a number of new announcements from governments and non-state actors. New
green bonds were announced by Nigeria, as well as by a bank in the Philippines and the
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD). In the Caribbean, the Green
Climate Fund (GCF) held meetings in countries affected by devastating hurricanes in 2017.
The One Planet Summit and a ‘Climate Finance Day,’ jointly convened by the Presidents of
France and the World Bank Group and the UN Secretary-General over two consecutive days in
Paris, France, resulted in a high number of climate financing-related announcements, both new
pledges and affirmations of existing commitments.
In other new funding-related news, in the run-up to the One Planet Summit, eight companies
launched an impact investment fund with a target of €100 million, which will aim at improving
the lives of two million people and avoiding up to 25 million tonnes of carbon dioxide (CO2)
emissions over the next two decades. The fund will be the second ‘Livelihoods Carbon Fund,’
with the first one operating since 2011.
Read More on SDG Knowledge Hub
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THE ZUCKERBERG’S ARE SETTING
UP TO MAKE 2018 AMAZING…
HERE IS WHY

Priscilla Chan and her husband Mark Zuckerberg made a big splash in the health world today when they
announced a $3 billion commitment to the Cure All Diseases In Our Lifetime.” They now join the ranks of
wealthy philanthropists like Bill Gates who have decided to use their wealth for a good cause.
CZI will provide $3 billion over the next 10 years through a program called Chan Zuckerberg Science. Its first
phase will provide $600 million to researchers at three San Francisco Bay-area universities — Stanford and the
University of California at both Berkeley and San Francisco — to create the Chan Zuckerberg Biohub to focus on
research and development of new techniques to treat diseases.
The approach differs from the usual approach of focusing on eradicating a specific disease, as is happening with
Rotary International and polio eradication or the Carter Center and Guinea worm. CZI, rather, is concentrating
on basic science, hoping that its discoveries will pay off down the line. Its strategy is akin to the Gates
Foundation’s investments in research that could better global health, rather than funding clinical care or
providing health services itself.
Read More on Tasty Lobstah

June 15, 2017
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WEBINAR: HEALTH PROPOSAL
WRITING FOR GLOBAL AFFAIRS
CANADA

Health Proposal Writing for Global Affairs Canada: A Capacity-Building Webinar presented by the
Inter-Council Network: Provincial & Regional Councils for International Cooperation and the
Canadian Partnership for Women and Children’s Health.
The webinar presents an overview of how to develop comprehensive Global Affairs Canada (GAC)
proposals in health, including tips and insights from the experience of the presenter, Tarik
Bhanjee, in developing numerous proposals. The webinar walks through the unsolicited proposal
template of GAC and provides critical considerations to include in your proposals. It is expected
that participants already have a general understanding of the template and the various funding
mechanisms at GAC. The webinar also provides an overview of GAC’s updated Results Based
Management (RBM) framework.
Watch on YouTube
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THIS WEEK IN DEVELOPMENT:
DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY

The growth of digital technology offers young people many new educational opportunities, but it
also presents safety risks, and exposes access gaps, the United Nations Children’s Fund shared
this week in its annual State of the World’s Children report. Youth — aged 15 to 24 — are the
most connected age group, with 71 percent online worldwide, meaning one in three internet
users is a child. But one-third of the world’s youth — or 346 million — are not online, pointing
to the inequities that the internet may be exacerbating. The report argues that governments and
the private sector should keep up with the pace of change, with policies and efforts to provide all
children with affordable access to online resources and digital literacy, while also protecting
their online identities and safeguarding them from abuse, cyberbullying, and exploitation. This
marks the first time that UNICEF has addressed digital technology in its annual state of the
world report.
Read More on Devex
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HAPPY HOLIDAYS TO ALL

MERRY CHRISTMAS & HAPPY CHANUKAH
Bangkok, Thailand
December 15, 2017

University of Toronto professor presenting at
“Restoring Toronto’s Waters, Fish, Wildlife & Habitats”
Gladstone
Toronto
Hoping for Harmony, Peace and Health
Around Hotel,
the World
January 16, 2018
Vientiane, Laos, December 4, 2017
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